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Blockchain basics
Blockchain is simply a way how to store data with 3 very important characteristics

A blockchain stores its data in 
form of an un-broken chain of 

information blocks, where 
each block references the 

previous block

A blockchain is massively 
de-centralised system, where 

each participant holds a 
complete copy of the chain

A defined consensus protocol 
creates a unique way how to 

add data to this chain of 
information

As a result, blockchain is:

resilient against attacks and immutable data storage (can’t change the past, only add to it)



Inherent advantages
If trust and robustness aren’t an issue, there’s nothing a blockchain can do that 

a regular database cannot

Trust (replacing intermediaries)

Robustness

Blockchain Regular databases

Confidentiality

Performance

As blockchain matures, it will gain other advantages on specific use cases



Justified use - criteria

Shared databases with 
multiple non-trusting writers

There’s a good reason for 
needing disintermediation. 

Examples: lower costs, faster 
transactions, automatic 
reconciliation, new regulation or a 
simple inability to find a suitable 
intermediary

There is some interaction 
between the transactions 
created by these writers 
(dependency). This enables 
payment against delivery, 
or shared identity db

The database must 
contain embedded rules 
restricting the transactions 
performed

Validators can be 
attracted and trusted for a 
clear reason

Clear understanding of 
who stands behind the 
assets represented on the 
blockchain (who do you 
have a claim against and 
how in case something 
goes wrong)



Retail view to Blockchain

Silo applications Corporate / Omnichannel
solutions

Ecosystem automation

Blockchain holds the biggest promise in use cases where automation of business processes in the 
ecosystem is the goal



Use cases in retail
sample products

Shipping
www.wavebl.com

Financing–factoring 
and other financing 

https://www.skuchain.com

Warranties
www.Warranteer.com

Loyalty programs
http://www.loyyal.com

Ownership and attribution 
https://www.everledger.io

Supply chain traceability
www.provenance.org



Traceability

high
Fit for blockchain

high
Impact for retailers

Traceability is the flagship use case for blockchain - involving a diverse supply chain to create a complete transparency of what 
they buy for consumers and to help retailers manage hardest processes like recalls or reputation.

Provenance.org is so far the most advanced product for traceability on blockchain. It is 
state-of-the-art item-level tracking system used to prove authenticity or guarantee quality

Fully global, fit for small 
fisherman and global 
corporation

Secure, robust, cost effective 
for all

Rich features



Shipping
Trade financing and shipping management involves many parties

Wavebl solution creates a trust platform between 
all of them, with quick and robust solution for 
international trade and financing of that trade:
https://www.barclayscorporate.com/insight-and-
research/trading-and-exporting/blockchain-
revolution-in-trade-finance.html

Exporters and Importers

Banks

Shipping companies, freight forwarders



Benefits to Retailers

Faster movement of goods Reduced frictions (costs and 
time) for financing lowers 

overall end-user costs

Improvements in supply 
chain visibility and 

predictability

high
Fit for blockchain

low
Impact for retailers



Financing

It facilitates lending by Financiers against well known trade 
instruments such as PO’s, Invoices, Inventory Assets and Payment 
Obligations, and allows the resulting loans to become collateralized 
assets whose performance can be assured through automated 
release of funds triggered by real-world events.

It provides a real-time, reliable view of transaction state bringing 
significant transparency for all participants and helps them build a 
more trustworthy and stable supply chain ecosystem.

It enhances liquidity of the collateralized assets in marketplaces, 
improves upon most currently used "Trade Finance" instruments such 
as Factoring, PO Financing, Vendor Managed Inventory Financing 
etc. and creates the opportunity for Deep Tier Financing.



Benefits to Retailers

Creates a solid financing 
option (factoring) to 

suppliers who did not have it

Reduced frictions (costs and 
time) for financing lowers 

overall end-user costs

Improvements in supply 
chain visibility and 

predictability

high
Fit for blockchain

low
Impact for retailers



Warranties

Created eWarranty wallet for consumer that easily collects, stores and 
retrieves warranty, as well as assists in warranty cases 



Benefits to Retailers

Improving customer loyalty New marketing programs Increase revenues from 
extended warranties

not clear
Fit for blockchain

medium
Impact for retailers



Loyality

Introduces interoperability 
to the currently fragmented 

industry

Multi-branded coalitions Superior program 
liability management

Dynamic 
issuance/redemption options 
customized for each unique 

relationship



Loyality

high
Fit for blockchain

high for SMEs 
Impact for retailers

Incent is a digital asset of fixed supply and the suite of applications that facilitate its trade and circulation around an open blockchain

Our applications allow merchant partners to 
incentivise custom through award of a 
configurable amount of Incent to customers at 
the point of sale, and a configurable discount 
for Incent traded back with them as payment -
without ever needing to handle, hold or 
account for the asset itself.

Customers receive their reward value in a digital 
wallet application, displayed in local currency, 
alongside merchant configurable products which 
can be paid (or part paid) for with Incent.



Thanks for watching!
blockchain@usetech.com


